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Thank you for jumping on this opportunity. You’ve made a wise decision.
Well, there are many ways to make money online. Just to name a few, like
PPC marketing, CPA marketing, Social marketing and PLR marketing....
However, almost all online marketing methods involve a key process.
It’s all about Traffic and Traffic ...
No matter which niche you are working in, no matter what kind of marketing
you are doing, you have to figure out what traffic you will use, and how you
will make conversions on your traffic. And that’s all about the most
important part of making money online, regardless you are a newbie or a
guru.
Unlike other digital product vendors, I will simply keep everything short
and direct to the point. No liquid stuff, and I just show you what is really
working at the moment, which can make your first $100 online without
any doubt.
Inside this product, I will show you a technique that banks you money
whenever you want, for FREE! This loophole works for all of us, no matter
who you are, no matter whenever you want to make it!
Ok, let’s start.
We keep it simple:
Traffic and Traffic.
We know there are a lot of traffic from Bing Ads. Bing Ads in a good PPC
network.
But we can get Bing Ads coupon from places like: your webhosting, bing
ads

and so on. They are always free, up to $75 to $120 free credit. So the only
thing is, you just simply open a bing ads account, ( bingads.microsoft.com),
request a free coupon to start your PPC ads, select an offer, then you will
make money.
And inside this product, I will show you exactly how.
Step 1:
Open Your Bing Ads account.
Go to Bing Ads website:http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/home
Open an account, bing PPC is top recommended as the service is 5 star
here, also the pay per click here is very cheap, much lower than google
adwords.
Ok, after the account is opened, simply contact the Live Chat client inside
bing ads account to request your ads coupon, the credit is ranging from
$75 to $120. All of us are qualified to request one time. And it will take a
few days for it to be approved.
However, if you do not want to wait, you can get the coupon immediately
from Fiverr.
You Can Learn it from YouTube Also
Here is the example:
With just $5, you can get $120 coupon in just one or two hours when the
seller in Fiverr replies to you.

Ok, so far, the PPC traffic credit is ready, we will set PPC campaign up in
Bing Ads, which will be showed in following steps.
Step 2:
Choose an offer from ClickBank.
Why? You need to make conversions, when PPC traffic comes to your offer
page, you will get commission when a sale is made.
Clickbank is the world’s largest digital product platform with top reputation,
there are a lot of good offers there, and 99% of them you can promote
directly without any request for permission.
You can open your Clickbank account here, it is Free.
http://www.clickbank.com/
Then you can select an offer to promote, only choose those offers with
Gravity higher than 100. Higher gravity means easier to convert. As we will
use PPC traffic, which are very targeted clicks, so we MUST make sales.
For example, we select weight loss niche, and we choose the product:
Fat Diminisher Avg $/sale $35.64
Avg Rebill Total: $21.19
Avg %/rebill: 50.0%
Grav: 279.64
Initial $/sale: $35.61
As this offer is a rebilling offer with high gravity, basically it is a Killer offer,
which will banks a lot of money if all things are set up properly. I am

responsible to help you make your first $100 for Free, and you can scale
up easily to $5k per month just by running more campaigns.
And, click the “Promote” to get your affiliate link.
Step 3:
Do a little Keywords research from Google Keyword Planner.
This is a free tool from google. We can use it at any time.
https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
So, you will select around 100 keywords with medium or low competition,
each keyword with a minimum 1000 monthly searches.
Step 4:
Campaign set up in Bing Ads.
Bing Ads Tutorial For Beginners :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFquEne554Y
Although Bing ads still accept direct affiliate linking at the moment, but it’s
better to use redirect link.
All web hosting allow redirect link, I just take Godaddy for example:
Step 5:
Adjust keywords bid.
Ok, when our ads is set up, it will take a few minutes for Bing to review.

When the ad is approved, then ads will show and clicks will come.
In this we directly link the clicks to offer, no need to make any landing page,
and your Bing Ads coupon will have around 1000 clicks, your will get at
least 3 to 5 sales from this method.
Based on our experience, direct linking with this CB offer, every around 200
clicks will make you one sale, which is a rebilling sale.
Set all keyword bid to $0.15. But actually you will just spent $0.09 CPC,
which is pretty good.
The coupon is around $120, so you will have around 1000 clicks.
In a few days, you just go to Clickbank to check, there will be 5 to 7
rebilling sales of CB venus weight loss offer.
And this method works for all people. No experience needed!
I have used this Easy technique in Clickbank since 2013, and this loophole
still works for today.
It’s time for you to take action now.
Especially if you are a newbie for online marketing, this can be a perfect
loophole to make your first $100 online.
Or if you are new to CB wants to start Bing Ads, this also works well for
you. So, just take action now!

Guys I just can’t leave you alone with just one technique. So I also have
another method for you to use. And I have personally tried and tested this
and works like a charm.
Clickbank And Twitter :
I have been tons of clickbank sales using twitter magic traffic method. This
method is a bit new and works perfectly and I want you to take advantage
of it now before it gets saturated.
This Is How It Works:
Step One: Create a unique twitter account related to your niche, and
choose a unique twitter username related to your niche.
If you are working on weight loss niche, your twitter handle can be
@weightlossdiettips, @bestweightlossideas, @lossweightfreetips,
@weightlossdietideas.
You got the idea now?
Driving untargeted traffic is like advertising a skating rink membership to a
90 year-old grandma. If you're selling skating rink memberships, then your
target market is NOT 90 year-old grandmas.
Try teenage boys.It's the same on the Internet. If you're promoting a
blogging product, then get people to your website who are either interested
in learning how to blog or in developing their existing blog.
It's the same with your Twitter tribe. You need people to follow you who
are laser-targeted to your niche. They either want what your selling, or they
want to learn about what you're giving away. It's that simple.

Create Your Twitter Account Well, duh. Go over to Twitter.com and sign
yourself up for an account. But wait! Make sure you choose an appropriate
handle.
Somehow, somewhere, you want at least one of your keywords in there, or
something related just like the example I gave above. At the same time,
something unique that's gonna catch people's interest. Make sure you
complete your profile - and that includes your profile picture. Most people
hate following eggs (I know I do).
Also make sure your bio is filled in. Here are a few guidelines for your bio:
1. Include #hashtags relevant to your niche.
2. Include one link back to your site in the bio itself.
3. Talk in short phrases. Not a long sentence.
4. End with something memorable - and funny.
5. Then get a customized twitter header & background. It’s OPTIONAL.
[You can outsource this on fiverr if you are good in designing]
Next Steps After creating your Twitter account, hit up tweepi.com (free for
our Purposes) and create an account.
Tweepi is a special Twitter tool that allows you to bulk follow people in your
niche AND it also helps you unfollow people who aren't following you back.
For our purposes, we will be focusing more on the "follow" function. After
logging in with your Twitter account, head straight over to "Follow
Followers", about halfway down the page.

Here, you need to come up with a Twitter account in your niche that has a
huge followers - tens of thousands of tweeps. I will use twitter search box
and type my niche, select “people
And just like this …and it will displays the tops twitter names on your niche.
For example, in the weight loss niche, one master account is @ weightloss
This weight loss twitter account has over 113k thousands followers
Head back to Tweepi and input their handle into the little bar, and click on
"Start Following".
A list of all @weightloss's (if you use my example) followers will show up,
split into groups of 20. Hit follow on one account. And the next. And the
next.
When you get to the bottom of the page - which should take 5-10 Seconds,
hit the next button. Follow all the followers on that list.
Repeat. Forty-eight more times. Until you have successfully followed
1,000 tweeps in your niche. Should take about 5-10 minutes. Over the next
three days, approximately 20%-50% of these tweeps will follow you back.
Caution: take it easy, don’t overdo it. To avoid your account being
suspended, don’t abuse this system. You are advised to follow 300 to
1000 followers daily.
Cleaning Up Now it's time use same tool or another Twitter tool – named
ManageFlitter.com. Login to your Twitter account with them. ManageFlitter
allows you to bulk unfollow tweeps who are inactive, who are not following
you, or who are fake/spam accounts, or don't speak your English. It has
same feature with Tweepi. For the sake of this course, I will stick with
Tweepi.

What Next?
Three days after following those 1,000 users, it’s time to unfollow
everybody who hasn't followed you back. This will take Another 3-5
minutes. Login to your Tweepi account, click on manage twitter
And click “Flush the unfollowers Then Unfollow all the spam accounts.
Unfollow all the inactive accounts.
Now, log back into Tweepi, and click on manage twitter and click
"Reciprocate". This will allow you to follow all your followers whom you
don't follow yet – this promotes relationships (which I will discuss later on.
Do everything from the last two pages again, and again. Eventually, you'll
be stopped at the initial limit all accounts have. You can't follow more
than 2,000 accounts until you have at least 1,800 followers (which
shouldn't take much time, if you follow the above steps).
Use twitter accounts with this trick; I got over 1,300 targeted human
followers within 3 days.
In a day I got over 200 targeted and really human twitter followers..
Here is a bonus Trick
Although this strategy is fairly new and not very developed - it works.
Basically, find someone in your niche who has a lot of influence – tens of
thousands in their Twitter tribe. Then, send them the following pitch
(Except with different names)

Hi there,
My name is Lukman and I'm a weight loss diet consultant with a unique
blog. I've just come over from your Twitter account. I have a proposition to
make - would you like to exchange Twitter bumps?
That is, I would bump you in one tweet (e.g. "Follow @example for great
weightloss tips!") and you would reciprocate that in bumping me in one of
your tweets (e.g. "Follow @ efixconsult for awesome weight loss diet tips!").
Would you like to do something of the sort?
Basically, I'm asking someone for a 'bump' exchange. Meaning, I'll bump
their profile to my followers, if they bump mine to theirs. Major accounts will
normally have a link to a website in their bio, from which you will probably
be able to find contact details to send the pitch. If you don't find one, move
on.
Nobody checks their Direct Messages, y'know. Major accounts will also
have a LOT more followers than you (in the beginning). Thus, you might
have to bump them twice/thrice in exchange for one bump of your own.
That's fine. You'll still get MAJOR follow spikes, in return for a couple
tweets.
How To Monetized These Target Twitter Followers With Clickbank
Affiliate Product...
Now that you targeted twitter followers, is time you start monetizing your
list. Assuming you has 2,000 target followers on one particular niche. The
first thing you should do is build a good relationship with them. Let your
followers know that you are there to help them and socialize with them not
just to make money out of them.

So you are not going to rush things here.
Start giving them some free tips and ideas related to your niche and to
the cb product you will be introducing to them later on.
Don’t just start sell and advertising to them.
Let them know you and know that you are an expert on your niche and you
have them as friends just to help them. After you have built a good
relationship with them, you can know recommend your clickbank affiliate
product to them.
Make sure the product relates to your audience. You can promise them
some bonus or something special if the buy the product through the link
you gave them. This trick always works well for me.
Remember to shorten your affiliate url as tweet has it limit characters. I will
give like a week before I start recommending my clickbank offer to them.
And let it be like, you saw this product [that will solve their problem]
and you have researched, tested and now recommends it to them because
it is going to help them solve their problem. This is another strategy that
works best for you.
Remember all these followers have automatically becomes your
prospective customers. So make sure you handle your followers with
passion. And keep recommending more clickbank products to them
occasionally.
This marketing strategy can also work on any other offers not just only for
clickbank products. I hope you got the idea now? You can customize this
idea and add to it if possible.

Essential Guidelines If you REALLY want to be productive and get good at
this thing, follow these simple guidelines.
1. Don't spam. Ever.
2. Tweet no more than 20 times a day. NO more.
3. If you own a blog, link to specific blog posts, rather than just your overall
blog homepage/squeeze page.
4. Always use relevant hashtags with every tweet. A lot of people search
via hashtags, and your tweet might just come up in the search. This might
lead to a potential new follow. Another way to get people laser targeted to
your niche.
5. Retweet at about 1:3 ratio. For every three tweets of your own, retweet
someone else's tweet RELEVANT to your follow/niche.
6. It's fine to have a link in most tweets. Just do a couple ones that are
funny or inspire a reply to engage with your followers.
7. Anytime anyone mentions you, reply. ASAP. This promotes
Relationships and sets you apart in their mind.
8. Treat everybody as an equal. Even if they have twenty times more
followers than you do.
9. NEVER promote something not relevant to your niche. EVER.
10. Always try to follow back everyone - as long as they are also in your
niche.

11. Don’t over promote to your twitter followers, make sure you give them
more of free tips and free ideas.
12. Promote your clickbank product just like a recommendation not just
advertising to them. Make it look as if you are there to help them and you
have found a product that will sure help them solve their problem. You can
also give them a special bonus if they purchase through your affiliate link.
Make it look as if your affiliate link has a discount for them. I hope you got
the idea now?
With this simple but powerful traffic method, you are guarantee to
generate tons of clickbank sales.
That leads us now to promoting clickbank products.
How To Promote Our Clickbank Products?
Here are my traffic secrets that I have been using to generate tons of daily
clickbank affiliate sales.
My FREE TRAFFIC #2
Clickbank and Google Alert Traffic System
This is another method I used when I first started out working with
Clickbank.
The method works great even till today. Actually, today it should work even
better due to the huge collection of products you can now pick up on
Clickbank.

Knowing that everyone will use this method slightly in a slightly different
way (by choosing different niches, products and keywords), this gives me
some confident that it won’t get saturated anytime soon.
Using this method:
- I was able to send highly targeted traffic directly to my affiliate links (no
website required)
- I worked 10-15 minutes a day.
- My clicks increased every single day (you will understand why very soon
So, if you are excited and ready to give this a try, then let’s get straight into
the method.
Get a Clickbank account.
First you need a Clickbank account.
If you already have an account on Clickbank, just skip this step..
If you don’t, go to Clickbank.com and sign up. Your account will be
approved instantly.
Choose the niche and product on Clickbank.
As soon as you have an account, go to the Marketplace and choose the
product you want to promote.
I would suggest you to choose the niche that you know well or at least feel
comfortable with.
Click on “Promote” button to get your affiliate link.

Shorten it using any of link shorten free service such as:
www.tinyurl.com ,
www.bit.ly ,
https://goo.gl
Back To The Google Alert Traffic Method.
Then method is easy ABC.
Now this part will put a big smile on your face.
Well, we are gonna be doing exactly what affiliate marketing is all about:
“finding people who have a certain problem and introducing them to
the solution ( Your Clickbank Affiliate Offer)”.
But instead of going to Google looking for the forums, blogs and videos
where our targeted audience hang out, we will automate the whole system
and let the almighty Google Alerts system.
at www.google.com/alert
Notify us whenever someone post anything related to our niche/keyword
ON THE WHOLE INTERNET.
Did you hear what I just said?
Google will send us an email with the exact link to the page almost the
same minute when someone post a news, blog post, forum post or video in
your chosen niche!

Your only job here is to click through that link and reply back. And of
course don’t forget to present your review page or your affiliate link.
How?
Usually including the link in your “Website” box if it’s a blog comment.
Or in your signature if it’s a forum post.
To set up Google Alerts for your keywords, go to
http://www.google.com/alerts.
You can put as many keywords as you want. Here are a few examples
of what you should be aiming for:
[Product name] [Your niche] [Competitor products] [Anything else that’s
relevant to your niche]
Then sat down and watch your email box flooded with Google alerts!
You should be getting around 20 to 100 alerts a day. Depending on how
popular your niche is and how much keyword you put in.
Can this make you 1 sale a day?
Heck yea! You don’t have to be near your computer all day long. Spend 15
minutes of your time either in the morning or in the evening to do some
posting and that’s it.
Remember, with every method you have to be patient and completely
committed. This one is not an exception.

You have to put some work to see the money coming in.
Now keep in mind that the traffic will (hopefully) multiply almost every
day due to the new comments/forum posts you leave every day. Once
the posts begin to rank, your review blog will start ranking on Google for
even more traffic and more clickbank sales!
You can send the traffics direct to your clickbank offer, or make a youtube
review video as your landing page or use a blog review page or send traffic
to your squeeze page..Whatever you want.
If you follow this method and do it rightly, you will get tons of traffic to your
clickbank offer and make tons of sales daily.
This method works perfect and guesses what? You have nothing to invest
implementing this method, all it needs is spending few time .
I hope you enjoyed the method!
My FREE TRAFFIC #3
YouTube and Clickbank
The method itself is nothing new; but I have a new way of using this system
and some affiliates are successfully using it for quite some time now. But
the most important thing is that IT WORKS and there are a plenty of space
for other affiliates.
This method involves doing clickbank review videos and ranking them
easily on google.

Here Is The Step By Step:
Look for a clickbank product to promote that’s not too competitive. I usually
pick products that have a gravity between 10-30 and payout of $20+
Use Google KW Tool,
https://adwords.google.com/ko/KeywordPlanner/Home
and make the product name has more than 100 local [exact] searches
Because we will like targeting the buyers, people who are searching for the
product, not just information free seekers.
Go ahead and do a google search for the product name. Just make sure
there’s already a YouTube video on page 1 that has less than 20,000
views.
If it does, you can easily outrank them with basic SEO method.
Send email to the product creator and ask for a review copy. Tell them
you’re an experienced marketer and you’ll be driving traffic to a review
video with SEO. 60% of the time, they’ll hook you up.
If you get the review copy, great. If not, you can do this anyways using the
sales page as content for your review. Or, you can move on to another
product.
Or you can Google “product name + review” and read about the product
from other sites. That will give you a review idea for the product. Use A
screen capture Software to make your video review.
You can use Camtasia or camstudio (free version which has 30 day free
trial) reviewing the product. Use any of this video recording software:

http://camstudio.org
http://www.techsmith.com/download/camtasia/
http://animoto.com
http://atomisystems.com/activepresenter/free-edition
If you got a review copy, do an “inside look” of the product. Make sure to
have a call to action to click on the link below the video.
Make sure you have the video as “productname.mp4”. This will really
helps with rankings.
Upload your video to YouTube, include product name in title, description
and tags. Add an annotation with the product name.
Example of the video
Title: Product Name review – Does it work or is it a scam?
Etc [You got the idea now] Example of the video tags: product name
review, product name pdf, product name download, product name free
download, product name scam, product name discount..etc
[You got the idea now]
Video Description example: Click here www.your affiliate link to download
XYZ Product.
Or The first line of your description should be “Product Name Download:
hxxp://www.yourafflink.com(cloak your affiliate link by buying a new domain
and redirecting it, or use tinyurl.com, bit.ly or goo.gl]

You can still add more details about the product on the description box
although IT’S OPTIONAL [You got the idea now]
The next thing now is you need views to your video, so I will recommend
you www.Vagex.com ( with $1 you get up to 500 views, ~20 likes and
some comments).
Avoid buying views from fiverr for your product review videos. My Youtube
account was suspended some time ago because of the views I bought from
fiverr. So use www.Vagex.com or any these vagex alternatives below:
www.enhanceviews.com www.u2bviews.com www.seoclerk.com
If your video not ranking on Google yet, then Build some backlinks to your
video, you can buy 500 social bookmarks to your video ($5 on fiverr) or
cheaper at: seoclerk.com
If video isn’t ranking on page 1,also build edu links, web 2.0 links and
distribute to other video sites (you can also outsource this on fiverr or even
more cheaper at www.seoclerk.com or www.seo-prince.com)
Repeat with other videos. Once you have the system down, you can start
outsourcing on oDesk. My Final Thought on this
i. Make sure to provide honest and quality review about the product. You’ll
get rewarded for that.
ii. Instead of sending directly to the Clickbank offer I suggest to send them
to your affiliate product pre-made squeeze page first and then redirect to
the offer. Always collect your leads to promote them later for maximum
profits. Although it’s optional.

My FREE TRAFFIC #3
Yahoo Answer and Clickbank
Are you aware that Yahoo Answers has a user base of more than 21
million unique users in the US alone and over 90 million worldwide, would
you not be intrigued to find out what it is all about?
If you also knew that it is one of the most effective and simplest methods of
increasing your website traffic for free, would you not want to be a part of
it?
One of the easiest ways to drive free traffic to your site and to your
clickbank offer is through Yahoo Answers and for some reason; it is one of
the most overlooked methods in the strategies of many Internet Marketers.
How To Participate On Yahoo Answer?
Step 1: Sign up for yahoo account at www.yahoomail.com [You can skip
this if you have yahoo email already]
Remember yahoo email remains free so you can create as many emails id
as you want. But for this purpose, 10 email IDs will be alright.
Step 2: Head to Yahoo answer section at: https://answers.yahoo.com
Complete your Profile. You will want to brand yourself so it is suggested
that you upload any avatar picture and it's an effective way to make your
profile more memorable as this picture will appear alongside your answers.
Step 3

Take time to look over the site, looking at the types of questions asked.
And most importantly follow and focus on your niche and on your clickbank
related offer. Especially questions on your niche. On the left hand side of
the main page you will see a list of categories and it is within these that
questions are posted according to their subject matter.
To help increase the free traffic to your site, you will only choose those
categories that relate to your niche industry. Some of the categories listed
(in alphabetical order) are:
Arts & Humanities,
Beauty & Style,
Business & Finance,
Cars & Transportation,
Computers & Internet,
Consumer Electronics,
Dining Out,
Education & Reference
How To Promote Your Product Using Yahoo Answer
Before you start answering questions you should have a good idea as to
what you plan on promoting. You should never go into Yahoo Answers with
the sole aim of promoting your product. Instead focus on adding value,
people has posted questions on there because they are looking for
solutions.

Your link should go in the Source box at the end of your answer and not
within the main body of your response.
This helps generate daily traffic to your offer. It is a simple but very
effective. I have made lots of clickbank sales using yahoo answer traffic
method and you too can do even much better.
Step 4:
It is important that you answer questions as thoroughly as you can and at
all costs avoid spamming your websites within answers when there is no
relevance for this. If you need to do some research to help someone out,
then this is what you should do.
It is all about adding value, building a credible presence and aiming for your
answer to be voted a 'Top Answer'.
This is how Yahoo Answers works; the person who posted the question will
choose what they consider to be the Top Answer and the responder then
earns a further 10 points. It is worthwhile spending some time in the early
stages to look over some resolved questions (those that have top answers
voted) and see the different ways that people answer the questions to earn
this prestigious position.

How To Ask Question On Yahoo Answer Site?
Visit the site at www.answer.yahoo.com
How To Answer A Yahoo Answer Question?
Visit yahoo answer page and sign in

Start searching for questions related to your niche/product.

Here is The Strategy I use on Yahoo Answer:
I created 15 yahoo new email addresses and I dedicated each of the
email to a different niche.
One email for one niche on yahoo answer section. I also brand myself on
yahoo answer section by creating a unique email address.
An Example: if am promoting a weight loss product, then I will register my
yahoo name and email as “weightlossconsult” or “weightlossecoach”.
This will brand you and makes you look as a professional on your niche
and your audience will likely trust your answers and visit your link.
You got the idea now?
You can also use this same strategy on any other niche.
Yahoo ranks your answers on their search engine and that generates tons
of traffic to your my source box which contains the link of your blog or your
affiliate link. And you know what that means?
More sales and continuous affiliate sales.
No Spamming.
If you do this, you run the chance of not receiving any votes and your
answer may be removed completely. And your yahoo account may be likely
banned. You want to build up a credible presence by giving lots of content

in your answers and whilst aiming to promote your site, focus first and
foremost on giving good content.
Here is the power of yahoo answer traffic ranking. See this product ranking
first on google search engine.
Don’t abuse the system. And make sure your answers provide solutions not
just throwing your affiliate link here on there on yahoo.
OTHER Q&A traffic SITES
http://www.quora.com

- Quora is one of the largest and most comprehensive Q&A sites. It was
launched in 2010 by two former Facebook employees. It has developed as
a reputable source of answers, with millions of users worldwide (including
some of the world’s leading experts) in a wide range of subjects.
http://stackexchange.com
- Stack Exchange professes to have over 64 million unique monthly
viewers. It attracts a whole range of experts and others, and has 109
categories of subsites. Topics range from mathematics to startups to
bicycles and travel. It is pretty tech-centric - if that’s your market, engage
with your knowledge.
http://askville.amazon.com/
- Askville by Amazon is a very general Q&A site. It has categories from gift
ideas to science. Its members can get quite passionate about answers and
can be a great source for retailers to drive traffic to blogs (and product
pages).

10 More Q&A Sites:
http://www.mahalo.com
http://www.answerbag.com
http://www.blurtit.com
http://www.websitebabble.com
http://www.theanswerbank.co.uk
http://www.allexperts.com
http://www.formspring.me
http://www.answerbag.com
http://www.answers.com
http://stackoverflow.com
My FREE TRAFFIC #4 Guest Post and Clickbank
How to Find the Right Blog for Your Guest Post?
MyBlogGuest.com: It's a free site where you can find bloggers who are
looking to guest blog and find possible blogs for your guest posting. It's
been featured on many popular sites and I use it and recommend it.
Google: Sometimes few simple Google searches will help you find the right
blog to guest post on. Use this search format and Google it. Note:

Replace “Your keyword” with your niche of your site/offer.
Example: “Weight loss”+ “write for us”
Here are the guest post search formats you can use. Use any of them until
you get what you want.
"Your keyword"+"Guest post"
"Your keyword"+"Post as a guest"
"Your keyword"+"Guest"
"inurl:- “write for us”
”Your keyword” + “Guest Article”
”Your keyword” + “Become guest writer”
”Your keyword” + “Become guest blogger”
”Your keyword” + “submit a Blog Post”
”Your keyword” + “submit Post”
”Your keyword” + “Guest Blogging”
"Keyword" + “guest post”
"keywords “write for us” "keyword" + “This post was written by”
intitle:guest post guidelines
intitle:guest blog guidelines
You will find tons of blogs related to your nice to guest post on
How to make sure it's the right blog?
1) Check the last post date. Make sure it's recently updated.
2) Check for onsite SEO of the blog. If author didn't care about onsite SEO,
there is chance that he won't care about your guest post either.
3) Make sure the Blog is not spam or filled with spam comments.

4) Check for pagerank and Alexa rank to determine the credibility of the
blog.
5) Check for the domain age. If it's old then it's gold.
6) Make sure the blog is regularly updated.
7) Make sure the blog is crawled by Google and other spiders and is
properly indexed.
8) Make sure the guest post is allowed to have a link back to your blog and
allows author bio.
If a blog ticks all these boxes then it's the "right" blog to post on.
Contacting Guess Blog owners Just go find a site that you like that is in
your niche. Then find the owner/webmaster's email address and shoot him
a message. Tell him or her that you like the site and you're interested in
writing a quality guest post on XXX topic.
Some people will ignore you, some will say no, but a surprising number of
them will likely say yes.
Guest posts are great for the site owner because they get free content, and
it doesn't really cost them anything.
Wrap Up Email Before taking the time to write something incredible, I
sometimes email the site owner with a list of topic ideas, along with links to
my published work. This helps drive home the point that your content
deserves to be published. Here's a script that works well.

Subject: Guest Post for (Their Site)
Hey (Their Name),
I just want to start by saying that I'm a huge fan of (Their Site). I'm reaching
out to you to offer up a unique and value-packed guest post for you.
I did some research on topics that have performed well for (Their Site).
Here are some ideas I had:
-Headline #1
-Headline #2
-Headline #3
You can check out some guest posts that I've already published at
(Authority Site) and (Authority Site).
Please let me know how that sounds.
Cheers!
(Your Name)
----------------Ask some primary questions to yourself before writing that letter.
Why they should consider you to write your post there?
What's the new idea you are going to put on the table?
What's the unique feature your posts will have?
Whether it is highly informal or controversial, it should be powerful enough
to attract a lot of readers. Your posts should have the personality that will
make your posts popular among the readers.

Once you are done with writing that mail, it's time to start sending it to the
webmasters and you will definitely see a better approval rate.
You can outsource the writing of the article on fiverr if you cannot write
yourself.
Another idea of knowing the style of the articles they accepts, just look
through the guest post blog previous articles to see how it should look be.
This method pulls tons of targeted traffic to your clickbank offer and you are
sure to make tons of cash daily using this traffic method. All you need to do
is keep repeating the strategy to other niches.
BONUS - 415 Traffic Cheat Sheet
Other Powerful FREE TRAFFIC Sources
Document Sharing Traffic
Do you know, that you can share .doc or . pdf files with your clickbank
affiliate link inside the document? These doc sharing sites gets a decent
amount of traffic and can bring you some nice amount of visitors to your
site/blog and clickbank offer in a short period of time.
Here Are Top 20 Document Sharing Sites:
1. www.scribd.com
2. www.docstoc.com
3. www.slideshare.net

4. www.crocodoc.com
5. www.Issuu.com
6. www.docshare.com
7. www.wepapers.com
8. www.myplick.com
9. www.powershow.com
10. www.slidesix.com
11. www.gotomyfiles.com
12. www.my.huddle.net
13. www.twidox.com
14. www.pex.webexone.com
15. www.docuter.com
16. www.slideboom.com
17. www.authorstream.com
18. www.slidelive.com
19. www.slideserve.com
20. www.slideburner.com

Craigslist Traffic
www.craiglist.com
Craiglist is the most trafficked classified ad site on the internet. I’ll be
honest with you, I haven’t used craigslist yet, however I’ve heard some
incredible success stories that cracked the code of craigslist.
One thing to keep in mind, that your best option is to send them to a
squeeze page, build a list and then promote stuff through email marketing.
Craigslist traffic can work for any niche:
Jobs,
Games,
Health,
Dating,
Free stuff,
Local lead gen..
AND MUCH MORE.
You Can Also Try These Classified Ad Sites:
www.ablewise.com
www.adoos.com
www.adpost.com
www.allfreeads.com
www.american-classifieds.net

www.backpage.com
www.classifiedads.com
www.classifiedsgiant.com
www.domesticsale.com
www.ebayclassifieds.com
www.eclassifieds4u.com
www.epage.com
www.finditclassifieds.com
www.freeclassifieds.com
www.geebo.com
www.inetgiant.com
www.kedna.com
www.locanto.com
www.newfreeclassifieds.com
www.olx.com
www.oodle.com
www.pennysaverusa.com

www.salespider.com
www.usfreeads.com
www.webclassifieds.us
Forum Traffic You can get heaps of traffic from forums, provided that it's
popular, targeted to your niche, and ranks high on Alexa.
You can get traffic from your signature from the readers of your posts, to be
effective you have to be very active in posting and provide value to the
forum.
Join a few forums of the niche you are in Most forums do allow linking or
advertising in your forum signature.
Forum posting is perhaps seen as a little bit old hat and out of fashion but
for a little effort it is a great way of bringing in a steady stream of targeted
traffic. How To Find Targeted Forums In Your Niche.
Google searches:
Keyword+forum
Example: weight loss forum
1. keyword inurl:forum
2. keyword inurl:board
3. keyword inurl: phpbb
4. keyword inurl:viewtopic
Replace “keyword” with your own keyword or niche.

Forum Search Sites:
Thebiggestboards.com
BoardReader.com
BoardTracker.com
Omgili.com
Podcasting Traffic
People love video, but they also love audio too. Podcasting is a great way if
you are shy in front of the camera and feeling more comfortable talking in
to the microphone.
Podcasting can be used for any niche. What I like about podcasting is that
it highly improves your credibility and authority. Here are some top podcast
sites:
www.allpodcasts.com
www.digitalpodcast.com
www.feeds4all.com (podcast category)
www.fluctu8.com
www.getapodcast.com
www.gigadial.net
www.godcast1000.com (Christian)

www.ipodder.org
www.itunes.com
www.learnoutloud.com
www.mirpod.com
www.podbean.com
www.podcast411.com
www.podcastalley.com
www.podcastblaster.com/directory/
www.podcastdirectory.com
www.podcastingnews.com
www.podcasting-station.com
www.podcastpickle.com
www.podcastpup.com
www.podfeed.net
www.rimpodcast.quickplay.ca/rimpodcasting/ (Blackberry)
www.social.zune.net/podcasts/ (Zune)
www.stitcher.com

www.techpodcasts.com

Just As You Can See I Made $832.87 Within 5 Days Using These Same
Methods I
Conclusion :
I hope you have enjoyed this guide on making $200 daily with clickbank.
It is filled with different traffic methods that are very creative and some a bit
left field. But the most important thing is they bring in the money.
Now, everything taught in this eBook works and it can certainly work
for you. If you put this method into action and do it rightly just like I have
explained above, you will surely be generating over $100 daily as a
clickbank affiliate.
Get started now and remember, you don't just have to use this valuable
untapped traffic sources for just clickbank offers, you can also send them to
your own opt-in landing page or anything else you want.
I wait to hear your testimony on this.
PS – Please do not share this report with anyone. A lot of people still
don’t know how simple it is to make money promoting clickbank product so
we’re kind of like in a secret club. So let’s keep these methods to
ourselves.
All The Best
- Lukmankim

